Perfect Park lease extended 2 months

Due to an extension of the University’s lease on Perfect Park by the Park’s owner, the park may be utilized for another two months in its present form.

This extension on the lease was immediately, according to Vice Chancellor Ray Varley, will give the interested community groups time to raise the necessary money. The Vice Chancellor suggested one of the main reasons for the extension was the lack of another buyer for the property. Varley also noted the extension would permit the University — which would be one of the major sources of financial aid — to consult IVCC and the County government to find out if the people really want Perfect Park.

The decision to buy the Park, he reiterated, has not been made and other alternatives exist. It has been suggested in the past that two parks on other sites could be bought for the price of Perfect Park.

Similar to the present arrangement, the extension is rather informal in nature. The Park is played in under a “license” agreement with the University.

This agreement allows use of the land as a park but prohibits capital improvements. No money is involved; the University assumes all liability for the land and either party can cancel the agreement on 30 days notice. Some sources have already been secured should the decision (Continued on p. 2, col. 3)

MECHA plans food drive for farm workers

A canned food drive will be held today through Friday in I.V. Cafe and at the Santa Barbara Print Shop 963-3230 to help farmworkers in the Salinas and Santa Maria Valleys who are out of work because of their union affiliation.

Growth will not recognize the United Farm Workers Organizing Committee (UFWOC) and have denied jobs to about 2,000 of its members.

The drive is being sponsored by La Huesa Committee of MECHA, a statewide Chicano student organization.

Students will be canvassing from 3-8 p.m. for canned goods or other non-perishable foods. Anyone wishing to donate food or help canvass can contact MECHA at 310D Campus Bungalow, 963-3230 or the Huesga Office, 619 North Milpas in Santa Barbara, 963-4314.

UFWOC has been referred to by growers as a “radical union” because it supports the following positions:
- Elevating the farm worker economically and socially
- Implementing provisions in contracts to protect consumers and workers from the use of dangerous pesticides.
- Implementing adequate safety facilities for workers.

(Continued on p. 2, col. 4)

Rashidi Ali’s case will continue; charges expected to be dropped

The case against James “Rashidi” Ali Johnson for using obscene language, resisting arrest and disturbing the peace was continued until Jan. 22, at which time all charges will be probably dropped. This decision resulted at the opening of a normally scheduled jury trial last Wednesday when prosecuting attorney Deputy D.A. Patrick McKinley told the court that he had talked to witnesses and had decided that he didn’t think he could get a conviction with a jury. He then asked to continue the case until Jan. 22, at which time if they have not heard from Johnson on any other matter, he would dismiss the case.

Fund-raising drive begins today to aid new I.V. Community Service Center

Isla Vista Community Service Center (IVCSC) is conducting a one week fund-raising drive on campus beginning today and ending on Fri., Dec. 4.

The purpose of the drive is to obtain operating funds for the Center, from the period beginning now until September, 1971.

The campus-wide goal has been set at $20,000, which the Center hopes to raise from the UCSB faculty and staff. They are asking each faculty and staff member to donate one-tenth of one percent of his salary — $6 if the salary is $6,000 or $15 if the salary is $15,000, for example.

Brochures have been distributed throughout the various departments in an effort to explain the current financial position of the Center. In addition to providing operational details, they hope to bring attention to what the Center has done and is attempting to do.

IVCSC is a community-supported effort to provide a central facility for a wide variety of services to the people of I.V.

Presently, it houses a medical center, a legal center, I.V. Draft Counseling, the Whole Wheel Food Co-op, Ecology Action, a Family Service Agency and the I.V. Credit Union.

In addition, there is a community meeting room which is available to all community groups free of charge.

The Board of Directors of IVCSC “urges all faculty and staff to take note of our work as well as our goals. As students, we need your support in bridging the gap between the established University complex and the I.V. community.”

LARRY ADAMS
Political Science Lecturer

Research breakthroughs at Stanford have not only recently isolated the specific blood factor involved and made surgery possible for hemophelia, Adams pointed out.

“The benefit of the campus blood drive to me is very simple,” he said. “It allows me to work full-time to remain functional.”

Judge Frank P. Kearney reprimanded McKinley for taking up the court and the jury’s time, elevating the case of James Johnson on any other matter, he did not think he could get a conviction with a jury. He then asked to continue the case until Jan. 22, at which time if they have not heard from Johnson on any other matter, he would dismiss the case.

Sarguis said they agreed to the test, but later, presumably after talking to Summerford, McKinley decided against the test, stating that it would be unprecedented for a member of the Sheriff’s Office to be subjected to a lie detector test.

Rashidi’s attorney, Frank Sarguis, partner to Gerald Franklin, said that McKinley had approached them earlier and had requested that Rashidi and arresting officer Summerford take a lie detector test.

Sarguis said they agreed to the test, but later, presumably after talking to Summerford, McKinley decided against the test, stating that it would be unprecedented for a member of the Sheriff’s Office to be subjected to a lie detector test.

Rashidi was arrested at 4 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 28, in Isla Vista. According to him, he passed Summerford who was sitting in his patrol unit and coughed and uttered “Oink” then proceeded down the street.

Later, he said, two other officers approached him; then Summerford arrived and arrested him for obscene language.

The official police report that Rashidi yelled “Oink you fucking pig,” and the other one said he was going to identify himself and the arrested by giving a name that is not Rashidi’s.
Berkeley grad student challenges
the legality of new ‘anti-riot’ oath

Berkeley (Unipress) — The legality of a newly required “anti-riot” oath is being challenged by a graduate student on the Berkeley campus.

The signed statement, required by those seeking National Science Foundation (NSF) graduate fellowships, reads:

“I certify that I have not been disqualified from receiving Federal and/or State Funds by reason of violation of rules or regulations of an institution of higher education by reason of criminal conviction as specified by appropriate Federal and/or State Anti-riot legislation.”

The National Science Foundation is the prestigious federal agency that funds much of the scientific research done in this country. Richard Lampert, a second-year graduate student in chemical engineering, is challenging the oath because he feels it violates the Fifth Amendment.

“It assumes I am guilty,” he said.

Lampert is considering a lawsuit, and plans to talk to members of the Boalt Hall legal department. The new statement had to be signed Nov. 16 by anyone presently receiving NSF fellowships or the student’s money will not be released by the Graduate Studies Division on campus.

It is not known what agency actually issued this statement. According to a clerk in the Fellowship Department, it could have been drawn up by either Federal, State or University officials.

Associate Dean James King, who is in charge of these fellowships, was not available for comment.

Lampert says some students have signed the statement and then added a postscript indicating they do not approve of it. He hopes other students who have not yet signed the statement will join him in his legal battle.

The Committee on Arts and Lectures presents
An Evening of Irish Theatre
With Alan Simpson & Eileen Colgan
Tuesday, December 1, 1970
For Ticket Information Call 961-3535

Applications available for newly-vacated A.S. post

A special election for Non-Affiliated Representative to Legislative Council will be held in early January, according to the Associated Students Office.

Applications for this post are available in the Associated Students Office through the end of fall quarter.

The seat became available through the resignation of Priscilla Contreras, who stepped down due to concerns about grants-in-aid.

Qualifications for the post include holding 12 units of University courses and not being a member of either a fraternity, sorority or RHA.

Campaign procedures will be the same as for a general election. Candidates are required to follow the Associated Students Election Code which includes stipulations limiting expenses on campaigning to $35 and restricting campaigning to the 10 days prior to the election.

Candidates are also required to pass a test on Robert’s Rules of Order and place a $5 bond with the Associated Students.

The Teamsters consider the contracts open and will not be in a hurry to UFWOC if a majority of the farm workers vote for it. However, growers will not allow the elections, insisting that the Teamsters are legally bound.
Ford Grant subsidizes educational experiments

By SYLVIA BRICKLEY

George J. Brown of UCSB's education staff journeyed to Exalon several years ago where he met the fabled Fritz Perls and became acquainted with Gestalt therapy. Originally Brown was interested in this approach to human problems in connection with his own developing theories of creativity.

"Then I became interested in it for its own significance," he explained, "and saw some of its implications for education."

The upshot was a plan to develop a laboratory for "Confluent Education" in the Graduate School of Education. Recently the Ford Foundation granted $315,000 over a period of three years to nurture the vision. The Center is called DRICE (Development and Research in Educational Experiments).

What is confluent education? In explaining this idea, Brown first defines "affective learning" as referring to the feeling or emotional aspect of experience and learning.

Cognitive refers to the activity of the mind in knowing an object (intellectual functioning). Confluent education, then, is when the affective and cognitive domains are integrated or flow together in individual and group learning. Many people remember a "special teacher" in their early years, one who probably made this happen unawares.

Real learning, Brown feels, consists of providing educational experiences which affect behavior. That this often fails is probably because traditional education still think that cognitive "knowing" is a sufficient end in itself.

They measure their success by judging a change in "cognitive behavior," that is, by giving paper and pencil tests. Brown prefers the classical notion and feels that education's fundamental goal is to equip the student to live a full, rich, satisfying and productive life. "American education views students as empty bottles waiting to be filled by the teacher, and the success of a student's journey through the educational system is judged by what he knows about something, not how he is," he wrote in his proposal.

The vast majority of a student's real concerns have to do with the human needs for identity and connectedness. Leaving the student to deal with these concerns independent of the schools (or often in spite of them) lessens the possibilities of his realizing his human potential. His sense of personal power grows from these emotions,not from what he "learns" from books. It is supposed to happen, presumably after hours, in the "happy family."

Brown feels that their fears arise from a general dissatisfaction with the educational system. Because these concerns are neglected, the majority of students (professionally-oriented excepted) see school and university learning as a dull game, forgetting the whole affair once the test is completed. The student assumes that what he is learning is not relevant to himself.

"This is nothing new to educators," Brown said. "Personal relevancy in learning is always stressed in professional writing. However," he went on, "what is strange about this is that the case is usually presented from a negative viewpoint..."If learning has no personal meaning, it will not change behavior." "Very seldom do we hear the converse: If we add an emotional dimension to learning, the learner will become personally involved and, as a consequence, there will be a change in the learner's behavior." There has been little experience with or knowledge of ways to incorporate emotional dimensions into learning. The chart illustrates, however, that "Columbus'" discovery might be taught "contingently."

There is a counter-movement at present against what some people imagine confluent education to be. The movement is represented only superficially by active right-wing organizations currently attacking sex education and sensitivity training. The much larger, amorphous part of the ideology is the one which resists all significant change.

Brown feels that their fears arise from a general dissatisfaction with (Continued on p. 6, col. 2)

Pakistan and Nepal training

This summer two separate teams of UCSB students will travel to Pakistan and Nepal in an exchange of culture and ideas with the students of those countries.

The two projects consist of adapting to and dealing with peoples of totally different cultures and experiences, the intergroup dynamics of a team and discovering yourself through a new perspective.

Projects Pakistan and Nepal begin their training to select the two new teams in January. Training is a combination of cultural awareness and interpersonal relations.

As the Pakistan team will consist of seven people and the Nepal team of five people, training is intended to be a valuable experience in personal growth not only for the future team members, but also for all the people who go through it.

The teams are chosen primarily by self selection so it is essential that all the people involved try to understand one another and themselves, not only to choose a good team, but also to make training a worthwhile experience for everyone.

If you are interested in going through training, or just finding out more about the two projects. (Continued on p. 6, col. 5)
Letters

Need radical action

To the Editor:

Let us assume the world of men is in danger. We agree with statements explicating population boom with attendant ecological imbalance. At present there are grossly inadequate controls of the resources and potentials of the world of man. Extrapolation clearly shows the disastrous consequences of the status quo.

We conclude, then, that radical action is necessary to restore ecological balance and to establish progressive effective controls. We compound our goal by stating the best alternative is the one, if any, which increases conceptual liberty.

There are established systems which can provide solutions to imbalance. The industrialized western world has what we term the ability to solve. Yet this system is convoumed by (in the relation between ideal and practical) operation. The answer would seem to be simply eliminate the corruption, leaving the ideal system intact. But further—accept the need of an additive to the system which will reign control in a manner consistent with human liberty.

Radical action is necessary to effect the change from corrupt control to enlightened control. It must stem from one area—the United States.

Radical action must overthrow the corrupt elements. After this has been accomplished, the modified system must influence the rest of the world through non-military means. Influence must center around effective controls. The plan of ecological balance must be accepted and enforced throughout the world. The plan must include growth potential, world goals, maximization of individuality fused with appreciation of the universal.

Population must be controlled in relation to food sources and space availability to such an extent that ecological imbalance is eliminated. As new additions to the totality of practical interaction are integrated, the waters may increase their flow from the dam.

The plan must be viable in a period of twenty years from the time corrupt control gives way to enlightened control. There may be no new system if control transfer fails to take place by 1975.

There are existent known elements which aid change. These elements must be utilized to the fullest. To turn on everyone to altruism, machine glory, greed, paranoia and cruelty are negatives. They must be balanced with universality, tolerance, perception and love.

Sincerely,

ALGORITHAS MENOGRIAS

Elitist Senate comics

To the Editor:

This is a contemptuous letter. It appears that William Frost of the English Dept. and all "professionals" at UCSB (over 400). His letter in DN, Nov. 20 is highly analogous to Bob Hope's response this past weekend in London to Women's Lib advocates on the stage at the Miss World Contest.

Hope replied in true male chauvinist form by explaining that the real truism was that Women's Lib advocates say "that they're all so plain. Pretty women don't have these problems."

So did one of the Academy Members. His academic comics respond in true condescending, elitist and mindless form. After discarding the RDSII letter of Nov. 16 as emotional, ill-informed and uninformative he once again concedes the letter's redeeming value in that it indicates at least some interest in campus events.

His next point would have the DN readers believe that a new gerrymandered representative assembly with FOUR undergraduate and TWO graduate students who would be authorized to ATTEND meetings and have the PRIVILEGE of the floor is a campus event. When students are proportionately (to the campus population) represented with the RIGHT TO VOTE perhaps there will be more student interest over a true event and not another stultifying shuck.

End elitist education. Stop assembly lines.

RDS INTL.

Duped by Proudhon's slogans

To the Editor:

Professor Harris' two-part article on anarchy and terrorism brought back fond memories of my own youth. I had read the work of J.P. Proudhon, the first inspired advocate of anarchy, and I was afraid my friends were anarchists. How thrilled I was when I first read in Proudhon that "property is theft," and "government of man by man in every form is oppression."

As I grew a little older and I trust, wiser, I became aware of certain inconsistencies in Proudhon's theories, but I was so enamored with the poetry of his equilibrarian vision that I was willing to overlook them.

Thus I wrote to my son Lucien in 1961: "My dear boy, it is amazing how contemporary Proudhon's book, "Justice," really is. Every young man ought to read it, while perhaps disregarding certain passages in which the author argues that the ideal society can be achieved by means of an almost authoritarian state organization — this last matter is of little consequence."

Now that I am older and wiser still, I am convinced that the need of "least authoritarian state organization" to achieve a state of utopian anarchy is a matter of very great consequence, and that it has led to a tragic loss of personal liberty among those people who have ignored it and have let themselves be duped by the slogans of Proudhon and his successors.

C. PISSARRO
French Painter (1831-1903)
Mourn Parnassus (artists' section)
Letting loose with Delaney and Bonnie

By T. DAVID ESTES

Critics are supposed to sit in their third row seats, almost unmoving, except to maybe uncross their legs between songs. Their faces should remain expressionless, perhaps with a slight hint of a frown, or perhaps a faint sarcastic smirk as they compose mentally ominous epithets to verbally hurl at the artists in their reviews.

It requires a good deal of effort to maintain this composure. The critic is sometimes tempted to tap his foot, or even, at times, to applaud enthusiastically. More often, however, he feels the urge to vacate the premises immediately.

It is my unfortunate duty to report to you a major transgression of the rules of critical composure. Last Saturday at the Long Beach Civic Auditorium, not only my foot, but normally my whole body was moving. More than once I found myself screaming nonsense syllables at the top of my lungs. I clapped long before songs ended, and was on my feet during the last two songs of the set.

Delaney and Bonnie and Friends leave you no choice whatsoever in such matters, so my plea for mercy on the charges of which I admit my guilt is based on temporary insanity.

I suppose, by my capacity as a critic, I am compelled to mention that they were having troubles with the sound system in the beginning, and that the balance and mix in the first few numbers was less than perfect. As the evening progressed it got better and better, until, in the end, the excitement completely overpowered any technical difficulties they might have been having.

This was their first concert in the L.A. area in two years. They seemed quite happy to be home. Their material consisted entirely of previously recorded songs. Nevertheless, their execution of the material was clean and with a feeling that cannot be duplicated on an album.

The drumming and conga playing of Chuck Morgan and Sam Clayton provided the basic requirement of Delaney and Bonnie music: strong, fast, complex but always-right-there rhythm.

Kenny Gradney rumbled Bill Wyman style on bass. He combined superlub with the percussionists to provide the bottom from which the rest of the music grows. Altogether the rhythm section provided the sense of urgency that is characteristic of Delaney and Bonnie's music. Jim Gordon on keyboard and Charlie Freeman on guitar provided further accompaniment of the same outstanding quality.

Their singing was in prime form. They were loose, rough, and soulful. Neither of them has what one could call a technically excellent voice, but they make up with enthusiasm ten times for what they might lack in technique. Indeed, any change in their vocal style of free expression and quite liberal ad-libbing would be for the worse.

A typical pattern for their music to follow is first to knock you over with an overpowering sense of vocal and instrumental complexity, gradually reduce the number of instruments (including perhaps, voices) so it is possible to comprehend what is going on, then, one by one add instruments until the full complexity of the musical interaction is apparent, and again make it impossible to focus on any one performer in deference to the music as a whole.

It would be impossible to pick out the "best" song of the evening. However, to give an idea of what they did, I will mention a couple I particularly enjoyed.

Bonnie's "Lay Down My Burden" even without the chorus as back up, displayed an exceedingly high degree of gospel excitement. The back up provided the vehicle for the dramatic arousal. In the end, she let herself loose in a fashion that is quite rare in today's music. They (she) really outdid herselfs (herself) on this one.

If Delaney and Bonnie and Friends were to give a concert every Saturday, I would have to become an addict.
Project Dialogue holds community involvement day

There are three kinds of dialogue. "There is genuine dialogue if it is carried on whether spoken or silent — where each of the parties involved has in mind the other or others in their present and particular being and turns to them with the intention of establishing a living mutual relation between himself and them."

There is a technical dialogue, so to speak without the need of objective understanding. And there is monologue disguised as dialogue, in which two or more men, meeting in space, speak each with himself in strangely tortuous and circuitous ways and yet imagine they have escaped the torment of being thrown back on their own resources...

emotion a part of education method

(Continued from p. 3)

They have designed a program that will try to present the three types of dialogue and give people a chance to explore, for themselves, the realm of honest, genuine communication.
The "Elevator Man," an original play by Dennis Aubrey, was written by Martin Buber. It clearly delineates the types of dialogue that exist. It also becomes clear that it is only the second and third kinds of dialogue which are experienced the majority of the time. And yet, it is important to be a desire to achieve genuine dialogue. "He who can be unreserved with each and every property has no substance to lose; but he who cannot stand in direct relation to each one who meets him has a world which is false."

Each of us, in our efforts to understand ourselves, come to a better conception of our identity in external manifestations of ourselves, our life in others. In an effort to bring together ourselves; with each other, students and the Santa Barbara community, this year, Thursday, Dec. 3, Project Dialogue will be having a community involvement day.

Sharon Whitney
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Pakistan, Nepal

(Continued from p. 3)

there will be a meeting on campus, Wednesday, Dec. 2, at 7 p.m. in the Interim.
The present team members will be there to show slides and to rap about Nepal, Pakistan and training.

PHREINIQUE PHONES
DAILY NEXUS .961-2981
-968-3469
Metropolitan .962-6111

Pوحدة

Want ‘71 La Cumbre? It’s Easy! Save $1—Buy Now!

Save $2.10 by buying your 1971 book before going home for the Christmas holidays. Or mail us the $6.25 from home during Thanksgiving or models of innovation here and there. At present in Santa Barbara, confessional teaching is happening in selected schools, and at UCSB, training for educational leadership roles is in process.

Hard research is going on regarding academic consequences of confessional curricula, and course development will be tested from the philosophy of the subtext, from the city colleges to the law university.

New graduate opportunities in confessional education exist at UCSB at both the master’s and doctorate level. Brown’s pilot project report is being published this month by Viking under the title, "Human Teaching for Human Learning."

Brown and his wife Judy (who is in the College of Creative Studies here) are bringing up a family on the Riviera in Santa Barbara. As a team they conduct Gestalt therapy groups, traveling often to Big Sur for weekend marathons.

Society’s so called insoluble problems — war, racism, poverty, alienation and the current fear of change, may hopefully take on new dimensions when viewed by people whose potential has been more fully realized...People who are glad to be alive!

MEXICAN FIVE SENSES

Diana—the first ever living Mexican on TV. See her on the Saturdays on the West Coast—What a treat! She is the special one...

VOLKSWAGEN PORSCHE FOREIGN CAR SPECIALISTS

CASEY’S GARAGE
5724 Hollister Ave.
Ph. 964-3906

CLASSIFIEDS

ADVERTISING OFFICES
Thomas M. Storke
Storke Student Publications Bldg.
Room 1053
60 minute minimum .30c each additional line

Deadline 3 p.m.

Telephone orders cannot be taken.
The Daily Nexus gives full support to the University of California’s policy on an open university and therefore classified advertising service will not be made available to customers who discriminate in their offers to students or offering jobs, discrimination being the basis of sex, color, religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither the University nor the ASCUSB & Daily Nexus has investigated any of the services offered.

CUSTOM PRINTED—SHIRTS
Shoreline Screenprint
569-3614

NEED FEEDBACK: send cards or letters to KCBS to criticize our programming.

Regular—$5 subscriptions for KCBS Programmed Free to UCSB students only Call 961-2468

POETRY WANTED for co-operative anthology. Submit to UCSB Poetry Lab, Third floor of the Board office, Third floor of the Student Publications Bldg.

2-Arts, to Share


Seek 1 male F for 2-man W-D apt. 5530 mon-69-9878 pool $30

Rent $145 per f to want W-D 6748 Aliso No 15 685-1796

I buy WS dtr or 4 man apt next to campus apt, pool $67 mon.

Claro inc 1bd $145 6748 Apt 685-1209

Sedona cute apt. in Pangita 4bd, double beds $145 wkly. ext. 924 8120

Sublet 1 rm. at 912-A fremont $65-1486

1 bdrm apt $140/mo NO CONTRACT 6752 Aliso Ave No. 1 685-1176

Sublet 2 bed apt w/pool down, deposit $650 to 598. Fox. 7, 964 Ent Dese Monte 1127-2278

READY FOR CHANGE to share a 4bd 2 bath 1 9641 Emcrgency. COTTON vintage house at 411 912-A fremont $65-1486

Studio for Rent. $95.00/month—For Safe —4bd 2 bath 19641 Emcrgency

3-Autos for Sale

56 Chevy good parts needs engine $100 968-9523

1964 Scenicruiser. Portable, white, red leather, $2400 firm. 965-1609 expes.

Bridge the communication gap buy a VW camper 966-3362

64 Dart ZODI/GT good shape new windshield $475 684-7648

VOLKSWAGEN 1961 recently imports. O.R.p, radio 674-9249-1194

5—for Rent

1 Unit needed in nice 3rd floor in 1st house in 1120 9th st. rent $80 ext. 350 or no heat. Call 967-7851

Sublet 2 bdrm apt $160 mo

6503 Madrid F 685-1209

1 bdrm 6753 Abrego No. 18 Call 685-1176

Double rm. to yourself plus bath, 6754 Abrego No. 19 685-1756

$52/mon 968-8788 post 5pm

Seek 1 mature F for 2-man W-S qtr 65 Chev many good parts needs engine $100 or part offer 965-1176

Call 964-5540

2 bedroom 2 bath 6504 EIGreco

VOLKSWAGON 1961 recently imports. O.R.p, radio 674-9249-1194

3-bedrm 2 bath $48 6753 Abrego No. 18 Call 685-1176

1 bdrm 6754 Abrego No. 19 685-1756

1 bdrm $600 firm. 965-1609 eves.

4 bdrm $700 6754 Abrego No. 16 965-1486

Girl-wint. spr. 2bedr $48 6503 Madrid F 685-1209

69 for 3 $58. For 4, 796 Emb del month 685-1486

1  bdrm $140/mo NO CONTRACT 6752 Aliso Ave No. 1 685-1176

6503 Madrid F 685-1209

1  Girt needed in nice Ig. 3br house 6754 Abrego No. 16 965-1756

1  bdrm $140/mo NO CONTRACT 6752 Aliso Ave No. 1 685-1176

16—Services Offered

STORKE BLDG.
Room 1053
IM's in last phase

Intramurals enter its last phase of the fall quarter this week with only the completion of football and the cross-country run left. The cross-country run will be held on Saturday, Dec. 5 at 10 a.m. The start and finish will be at the bottom of the lawn behind the UCen and contestants will have to run approximately two miles around the lawn. Further information is available in the IM office.

Intramural football completes its schedule this Thursday. As of now, there are five "A" division teams in the playoffs for sure. They are: SAE, Sig Eps, Lambda Chi, Theta Delts and the Sig Pis. However, both the ZBTs and the Phi Delts still have a chance, if they win their last game.

In Wednesday's big games, SAE will try to eliminate the ZBTs on Field 3 while Pass/Fail hopes to derail the Phi Delts on Field 2. In Thursday's top rated Theta Delta Chi meets second rated Lambda Chi on Field 2.

Women's volleyball playoffs begin this Thursday in Robertson Gym at 8 p.m. Teams are in the playoffs with the top seeded Mixed Freaks tackling Corriente and SAE, Sig Eps, Lambda Chi, Theta Delts and the Sig Pis. However, both football should come into the IM Office and check by Thursday, Dec. 4, to make sure they are in the playoffs.

Games. Lambda Chi on Field 2.

The rankings are compiled from lists submitted by various referees. They are only one person. Don't be discouraged if your team does not appear this week, it could be rated No. 1 next week!

IM Top Ten for the week

1. Theta Delts
2. Lambda Chi
3. Sig Eps
4. SAE
5. Sigma Pi
6. Phi Delta
7. Electric Kool-Aid
8. ZBT
9. Phi Sig
10. Past Failure

DOES YOUR IMPORTED CAR NEED REPAIR?
HEI-MAC RACING AND SPORTS CAR SERVICE

Cal Jet Charters Announces its Christmas & Spring Charter Flights to New York and Europe

"Don't be misled by lower prices, investigate first! Fly with our reliable Charter group. Know the facts on your carrier before you sign your application. Don't take a chance with an unknown charter airline.

Christmas 1970

No. 612 Oakland-New York (round trip) Dec. 19-Jan. 21 via T.I.A. $139.00 (including tax)

No. 915 Oakland-Los Angeles (round trip) Dec. 19-Jan. 21 via T.I.A. $259.00 (including tax)

No. 858 Oakland-London (round trip) Dec. 19-Jan. 21 via T.I.A. $249.00 (including tax)

All flights are open to students, employees, staff and faculty of the University and the general public.

Spring (one way only) Flights

No. 734 Oakland-L.A. Amsterdam Feb. 4th, 1971 (via T.I.A.) $209.00 (including tax)

No. 116 Oakland-London March 20, 1971 (via T.I.A.) $289.00 (including tax)

All flights open to students, employees, staff and faculty of the University and the general public.

For application & further information write:
Cal-Jets Charters or call (area code 415) 922-1434
2840 Green St.
San Francisco, Ca. 94123
(after six and weekends)

Special: University of California Charter Flight to Australia and New Zealand with stop in Tahiti set for summer 1971 for about $1400.00.

Inter European Student Charters Available through Cal Jet Summer 1970 Europe Schedule now Available

Gaucho banquet tonight

By TOM WALSH
DN Sports Editor

The 1970 UCSB Athletics Awards Banquet, sponsored by the Gridiron Club of Santa Barbara, is on tap tonight at the El Paseo Restaurant in Santa Barbara with the pre-dinner hour dated to commence at 6:30.

"Cactus Jack" Curtice, Gauchos' director of athletics, will be the Master of Ceremonies of the affair that will include such heralded officials as Vernon 1. Chaddie, Santa Barbara Mayor Gerald Firestone and Rakenfield Mayor and former Gaucho great, Don Hart.

The main attraction to the players will be the presentation of awards. Some of the honors distributed will be the Gauchos MVP, the Most Valuable Lineman, the Most Inspirational Player and the Most Valuable Back. Other awards included will be the Most Improved Gaucho, the Captains' Award and the award to the outstanding defensive lineman and defensive back. The most coveted award given will be the Stu Williamson Memorial Award.

The Athletic Department and the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity will also honor the Players of the Week.

The public is invited to attend.

Adam's Army triumphs

By GARY STEIN

All season long Coach Sam Adams predicted that if his cross-country team as a whole could get together for a meet, it had the potential to beat just about anyone on its schedule. The Gaucho harriers finally put it all together Nov. 24 against Cal Poly of San Luis Obispo.

The UCSB squad launched its Thanksgiving recess on a jubilant note as it registered a 25-34 triumph. The result was somewhat of an upset as the Mustangs had recently placed second in a tough United States Track and Field Federation regional meet at Fresno.

The first three Gaucho finishers in the contest all shattered the existing record on the three year old UCSB home course. Winner Jeff Berryessa has the new standard, a 24:44 clocking for the 4.9 miles. Mike Mary and Joe Belton, who placed fourth and fifth, respectively, also were under the old mark with times of 25 minutes flat and 25:01.

Gary Wolfram and Ted Bechetl rounded out the Santa Barbara top five with a 7.8 finish. The team effort by the Gauchos was so good that they placed three additional runners in front of Cal Poly's fourth man.

"The boys all ran well and I was very pleased with the effort," commented Adams. "I think they just got tired of getting best."

The UCSB distance team ends its season against some stiff competition Saturday as it travels to Riverside to take part in the All-Cal Meet.

BEER TALK

by Ed McMahon

In which the candid connoisseur answers questions about Beer, and the drinking of same.

DEAR ED: I'm burned up because after a weekend romp in the woods, I forgot to put a leftover 6-pak of Budweiser in the refrigerator. Everybody says you can't chill beer twice, so what should I do?

DEAR FUMING:

First, cool off, pal. Then cool off that Bud to your heart's content (or about 40°). There's no problem, because a really good beer like Budweiser is just as good when you ice it twice.

But I can't resist mentioning that there is an easy way to avoid the situation altogether.

Just make sure there's no Bud left over!
UCSB student composers to present concert today

A concert of new music by UCSB student composers will be presented on Tuesday evening, Dec. 1, at 8 p.m. in Lotte Lehmann Concert Hall. Composers whose works will be performed include Patricia McNam, Craig Cowashaw, Mark Ream, David Moore and Gene DeSomery. The works to be presented vary in idiom from "conservative modern" to "post neo-avant garde." Most of the pieces were written last spring, and the composers have spent this quarter in preparing their performance. The pieces are scored for a variety of media, ranging from a piece for unaccompanied saxophone (performed by Cynde Westmoreland) to a set of variations for piano solo, played by composer Gene DeSomery, to David Moore's "The Passion and Death of Nearly Everybody," according to Billy Graham, The Reader's Digest, General William Westmoreland, Richard Nixon and Several Others," scored for small chorus, narrator, percussion, piano, electronic tapes and five wind instruments. The concert is being presented in conjunction with the Music Department's new music performance laboratory, Music 139. The public is invited.

Religion lecture on mythology today

The third event in the series "Religion and the Transmission of Culture," sponsored by the Institute of Religious Studies, will take place today, at 4 p.m., in 1910 Ellison Hall. Associate Professor of Religious Studies W. Richard Comstock will speak on the topic "The Mythology of the Machine," a subject on which he did original research at Cambridge University during the academic year 1969-70. John Wilkinson, senior fellow at the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, will respond. Wilkinson is the translator of Jacques Ellul's very popular book, "The Technological Society," and has done considerable work on this theme himself.

Winter extension courses

Approaches to business administration in the areas of organization and management, legal procedures and personal development will be the topics of three courses offered by the U.C. Extension in the winter quarter. "Introduction to Business Organization and Management," Wednesday evenings, beginning Jan. 6, will examine the policies and methods in business enterprises. It is a required course for the Certificate in Business. "Legal Procedures for Legal Secretaries" covers the organization, venue and jurisdiction of courts. Steve R. Balsah, Jr., deputy district attorney, County of Santa Barbara, will conduct the course, which begins Jan. 7, at UCSB. "Group Counseling for Women" is an analysis of personal goals, skills, aptitudes and interests. Instructor for the course is Marilyn Weinstock. The course will begin in Santa Barbara on Jan. 12.

For info contact University Extension at UCSB, 961-3685 or 961-3231.

Recycle this paper

PIZZA
by Petrini

WE OFFER YOU quality, service, specials and food (at a very modest price)

ON TAP
MICHELOB - BUD
OPEN FOR LUNCH
• RAVIOLI
• SPAGHETTI
• SANDWICHES
• PIZZA
• HOMEMADE LASAGNA
• ORDERS TO GO

205 So. Orange Ave., in Goleta, 967-6416

DAILY NEXUS
Kiosk

OCB, 2392 UCen, 5 p.m. today. Important board meeting, plus La Comedie Frangaise, Mountaineering Club, 1929 Psych, 6-8 p.m. today. Sierra Club, Museum of Natural History, 7:30 p.m. today. For general interest and information. Bridge Club, UCen Card Room, 7:30 p.m. today. Duplicate play begins promptly at 7:30. Beginners are welcome. Club tournaments Dec. 9, Ski Club, 1131 NHl, 8 p.m. today. University Baptist Forum (UBF), Torrey Pl., Goleta, 8 p.m. Fineside. For info call 964-6454. Student International Meditation Society, 1104 Engr, 8 p.m. today. Meter Babs League, 2272 UCen, Discussion of the Discourses, a practical guide to the spiritual life in this age. All welcome. 8 p.m. today. Women's Lib, General Meeting Room, Community Service Bldg., 7 p.m. today.

things

IHO, Interns, 8 p.m. today FREE FLICK! "Student Power in World Politics."

"An Evening of Irish Theater," a dramatic reading by Alan Simpson, director of plays. Abbey Theatre, Dublin and UCSB visiting professor of drama, and his wife Eileen Colgan, Dublin and UCSB visiting professor of chemistry, will speak to all students interested in attending law school. Oral qualifying exam for the degree of doctor of philosophy for Donald R. Balash, Jr., deputy district attorney, County of Santa Barbara, will be in the A.S. Office, 3175 Campus Dr., 4:30 p.m. today. Steve R. Balsah, Jr., deputy district attorney, County of Santa Barbara, will conduct the course, which begins Jan. 7, at UCSB. "Group Counseling for Women" is an analysis of personal goals, skills, aptitudes and interests. Instructor for the course is Marilyn Weinstock. The course will begin in Santa Barbara on Jan. 12.

For info contact University Extension at UCSB, 961-3685 or 961-3231.

GUAHCO DWELLERS
for ALL your
Apartment needs
See Us in the Hardware Department
Open Mon. thru Sat. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

AMERICAN MILL & LUMBER COMPANY
Since 1922
22 S. Fairview in Goleta 967-1259

ALL 4.98 STEREO ALBUMS
2.36
ALL THE TIME!

at MORNINGGLORY MUSIC

701-D Anacapa St.
Santa Barbara
6525 Pardall Rd.
Isla Vista

Records - Tapes - Guitars - etc.
OPEN DAILY TIL 10

For six dollars, you can give yourself or a friend a 5½ in. wide, permanent press, Mickey Mouse tie.
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